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Abstract: Hygrothermal simulations have become essential for sustainable and resilient building
design because moisture is the major cause of problems in buildings. Appropriate meteorological
input data are important to obtain meaningful simulation results. Therefore, this article reviews
different methods to create Hygrothermal Reference Years (HRY) as severe or average climate
inputs. The current standards define HRYs solely based on outdoor temperature, although moisture
problems are caused by a combination of climate parameters, including driving rain and other loads.
Therefore, there are also methods considering several impact parameters. The existing methods can
be classified into two categories: construction-independent and construction-dependent methods.
The former determines HRY based on a weather data analysis and is useful for large-scale parametric
studies comprising many climatic parameters acting on buildings. The latter is based in addition
to computer simulations to verify the HRY also in the context of specific construction types. It
is a more comprehensive approach since the moisture responses of constructions are the decisive
outcome for performance predictions. The advantages and disadvantages of the different methods
are summarized and compared. Lastly, further research questions and simplifications aimed at
practitioners are pointed out to arrive at reliable hygrothermal building performance predictions.

Keywords: hygrothermal reference year; meteorological data; moisture control design;
hygrothermal simulation

1. Introduction

Excessive moisture in the building structure may lead to serious problems with
mold/algae growth, wood decay, corrosion, weathering, soiling, decrease in hardness
and strength, thermal performance degradation of insulation materials, and so on [1].
Moisture in the building envelope also has an impact on indoor air humidity, which in
turn affects indoor air quality and thermal comfort [2]. Especially humidity plays a signifi-
cant role in occupants’ health since damp buildings have been related to respiratory and
skin symptoms [3]. Despite an improvement in building energy efficiency requirements,
moisture problems in buildings have remained or even increased. In wintertime, more
insulation reduces the temperature of the external building envelope layers, while im-
proved air-tightness levels increase indoor humidity. Both effects raise the risk of interstitial
condensation or mold growth [4,5]. Additionally, climate change may lead to more intense
rain spells, resulting in higher exposure to moisture-susceptible. Ultimately, moisture
damage and accelerated aging raise the costs for maintenance and repair during the service
life of a building [6]. Therefore, architects and engineers have always been concerned with
adequate moisture control design to prevent moisture problems in buildings.

In the past, the standard method to analyze the risk of interstitial condensation has
been the so-called dewpoint or Glaser method, a steady-state vapor diffusion calculation.
However, numerous simplifications, such as neglecting capillary flow or moisture storage,
represent the severe weaknesses of this method. It has been demonstrated that traditional
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condensation control is not sufficient to solve moisture-related building failures [7]. Tran-
sient hygrothermal models can calculate the coupled transport of heat and moisture over
varying environmental conditions and predict the risks of moisture damage. Moreover,
up-to-date transient hygrothermal simulation models also include functions accounting
for the possible imperfections of the building envelope, such as rainwater penetration and
indoor air infiltration through gaps [8,9]. However, the results of the models are highly
dependent on climate parameters, so representative and reliable weather data is required
in moisture design calculations to simulate the hygrothermal responses of the building
envelope under real-life conditions.

For the hygrothermal building envelope simulation, two types of weather data are
required: one dataset representing the long-term climate loads over the service life of a
building and other datasets representing extreme climate conditions occurring once in a
decade, imposing more severe hygrothermal stress onto the building envelop. A number
of methods to generate the typical weather data have been found, and they have been
widely used for different locations in the world; Test Reference Year (TRY) [10] and Typical
Meteorological Year (TMY) [11–13]. Although these methods have different names, the
basic principle for the typical weather data is the same. They use weighting factors to ex-
press the relative importance of particular climatic parameters, mainly for building energy
performances: temperature, humidity, solar radiation, and wind speed. On the other hand,
representative climatic data for hygrothermal simulations must provide all moisture pa-
rameters with sufficient accuracy and the required level of severity with regard to moisture
problems. Various acronyms are used in moisture applications: Hygrothermal Reference
Year (HRY), Moisture Reference Year (MRY), Design Reference Year (DRY), Moisture-Design
Reference Year (MDRY), and so on. In this study, the authors have adopted Hygrothermal
Reference Year (HRY) as an acceptable acronym for weather data developed for moisture
control analysis. This is because International, European, and German standards use the
acronym of HRY. In contrast to typical weather data, current standard methods for ex-
treme weather data have limitations as input for transient hygrothermal simulation. They
deal mainly with temperature extremes for the heating period and the cooling period,
respectively. However, moisture problems are often caused by a combination of several
extreme weather conditions. Therefore, temperature-based methods are only partly suitable
for creating HRYs. This article focuses primarily on methods to develop meteorological
datasets for moisture control design by hygrothermal building envelope simulations.

For moisture control design, in addition to average climatic data, datasets that impose
more severe stress on the structure should be available to ensure a safety margin regarding
moisture damage. The International Energy Agency (IEA) has adopted a 10-year return
period as an acceptable safety factor for an HRY [14]. As part of the IEA project Annex
24, a basic concept was developed that the HRY is determined relating to the interstitial
condensation situation in constructions. Geving [15] proposed using data from the coldest
or warmest year in 10 years for hygrothermal analysis instead of data from an average year.
The so-called “10%-year” has been finally denoted as a critical reference year during which
hygrothermal stress imposed onto the construction has been regarded as severe enough to
indicate the risk of moisture damage due to interstitial condensation.

The main objective of the literature review is to provide a concise overview of the
existing available methods to generate HRYs for moisture control design by hygrothermal
building envelope simulation. This paper also discusses the environmental moisture loads
acting on the building envelope beforehand because it is very important to understand how
individual climatic parameters have an influence on the hygrothermal performance of the
building envelope and how the current technology of a transient hygrothermal simulation
reproduces the moisture boundary condition. This literature review will follow the path
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Structure of the literature review.

2. Environmental Moisture Loads

Protecting indoor conditions from outdoor climate fluctuations represents the main
function of the building enclosure. Therefore, it is important to understand the moisture
loads acting on the building envelope to predict their influence on the hygrothermal
building envelope performance and to plan adequate moisture control measures [16]. The
hygrothermal loads relevant to building envelope design according to ASHRAE [17] are
represented schematically for an external wall in Figure 2. Generally, they show large
diurnal and seasonal variations at the exterior surface, getting much smaller at the interior
surface. During the day, the exterior surface is heated by solar radiation, causing moisture
to evaporate. In the evening, when solar radiation ceases, long-wave radiation to the
sky may lead to overcooling of the façade, and exterior surface condensation may occur.
The façade is also exposed to moisture from driving rain. Generally, several load cycles
overlap, such as summer/winter, day/night, and rain/sun. Therefore, a thorough analysis
of the expected hygrothermal loads is a prerequisite to appropriate building envelope
design. However, the magnitude of the loads also depends on building geometry and
the characteristics of the envelope. A hygrothermal analysis is generally based on hourly
weather data. In contrast to outside air temperature and humidity data of climate datasets,
vectorial quantities such as solar radiation and the driving rain must be converted to the
respective orientation and inclination prior to the simulation. The actual conditions at the
surface of the envelope depend on the surface characteristics, e.g., the surface color, the
type of finishing materials, and the microclimate at the surface.
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2.1. Temperature and Humidity

Ambient temperature and humidity are continuously changing parameters, perma-
nently acting on both sides of the building envelope. The temperature differences between
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outdoors and indoors cause partial vapor pressure differences responsible for vapor dif-
fusion through the building envelope. Consequently, interstitial condensation may occur
on the cold side of the insulation layer. As a countermeasure, vapor control layers are
often placed on the warm side of the insulation. Another severe load is caused by air
pressure differences over the building envelope resulting from thermal buoyancy, wind, or
unbalanced mechanical ventilation. The buoyancy or stack effect is a permanent load, and
the stack pressure may act in the same direction as vapor pressure: from inside to outside
during the heating season and in the opposite direction during the cooling season. The
pressure-driven convective airflow through unsealed joints or other leaks may also lead to
interstitial condensation. To prevent moisture damage, airflow through building assem-
bles should be prevented by a continuous air barrier [17]. The convective moisture entry
through leakages is a multidimensional effect. However, due to the lack of information
concerning the exact configuration of flow paths, an exact flow analysis is rarely feasible.
Therefore, a simplified approach [18] to quantify the moisture sources caused by vapor flow
through leaks has been developed and checked for plausibility [9]. This one-dimensional
model assumes that vapor in the indoor air, penetrating the envelope through moisture
leaks, condenses at the cold side of the insulation. It neglects energy leaks which are kept
warm by the air flow through them, focusing on so-called moisture leaks representing small
and tortuous channels where the air velocity is so slow that the air cools down within the
flow path, as shown in Figure 3.
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2.2. Driving Rain

Driving rain is the main exterior moisture load for external walls. It represents a
directional parameter, often having one dominant orientation. The driving rain load also
depends on the exposure and the height of the building. The rain load is usually higher
at the upper end of the façade; however, the lower part often shows more water-related
damage. The reasons are drainage of excess water coupled with a smaller evaporation
potential due to the lower wind and solar radiation exposure at the bottom. The worst
scenario represents rainwater penetration through joints and connections. Ideally, the
façade should be waterproof, but perfect and durable sealings are difficult to achieve,
especially around windows. Other connections may also provide entry to rainwater, such
as roof-wall connections and penetrating pipes or ducts. ASHRAE Standard 160 [19] and
DIN 4108-3 [20] suppose that through small rainwater leaks, as much as 1% of the driving
rain load can penetrate the exterior cladding (Figure 4). This leakage water is assumed
to be deposited on the exterior surface of the water-resistive barrier or even behind an
exterior insulation finishing system (EIFS) if no water-resistive barrier is installed. Most
current hygrothermal simulation models can account for intentional rainwater leakage
during driving rain spells [8].
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2.3. Solar Radiation

Solar radiation is the main thermal load on the exterior surface of the building envelope.
Its impact is usually accounted for by an external surface heat source that depends on
the radiation intensity, the angle between the sun, the normal of the exposed surface, and
the short-wave absorptivity of the surface color. Since solar radiation helps to dry the
building envelope, it is usually considered beneficial unless an envelope component is
completely shaded. However, in some cases, solar radiation on reservoir cladding, being
wet because of driving rain exposure, can lead to severe moisture problems [17]. When the
sun heats up the wet cladding, the water will dry out in both directions, and a significant
part of the evaporating water may also move inwards, thereby also increasing the water
content of assembly layers further away from the external surface. This effect, known as
“solar vapor drive”, is demonstrated in Figure 5 [16]. Depending on the construction, it
may cause condensation and potential damage to moisture susceptible materials. This
phenomenon has been studied by Derome et al. [21] and is also described in the ASHRAE
Handbook Chapter 25 [17]. The impact of solar vapor drive may be alleviated by providing
cladding ventilation [22,23]. It is obvious that steady-state diffusion calculation methods
cannot capture this effect because it is highly dynamic and requires tools that can model
the combination of driving rain events and sunny spells.
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2.4. Long-Wave Radiation

Long-wave radiation exchange of the envelope surface with the environment repre-
sents a continuous (24 h/d) heat transfer process (Figure 6). It becomes visible during
clear nights when the radiative temperature of the sky drops well below the outdoor air
temperature. As a result, the external surface of the building assembly cools down rapidly,
and condensation occurs once the dewpoint of the outdoor air is reached. In some cases,
condensation may also form on the backside of the exterior cladding. Although this might
quickly evaporate the next day, there can be a sufficient accumulation of condensate to
cause drainage or dripping. Heavy-weight structures with high thermal inertia do not lose
enough heat overnight and are mostly spared from this effect. However, many modern
building assemblies with low thermal inertia, such as lightweight roofs or EIFS, are often
subject to considerable amounts of exterior condensation [24]. While this may not cause any
real damage, it often results in staining by microbial growth or dirt. Therefore, an explicit
full radiation balance model [25] should be applied to cover this effect when performing
the hygrothermal simulation. It explicitly computes the full radiation balance and thus
allows, in principle, to quantitatively determine nighttime overcooling and subsequent
condensation loads.
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2.5. Rising Damp

High groundwater tables or surface water running toward the building are important
moisture loads for foundations or basements [17]. Wicking of ground- or surface water
into porous walls by capillary action is called “rising damp”. It can be an indication
of poor drainage or waterproofing of buildings. These loads should be controlled by
grading the ground away from the building, perimeter drainage, and waterproofing of
basements and foundations. Figure 7a shows an example of measures to prevent rising
damp on the lower ground floor. The lower ground floor consists of the materials in the
following order from the ground: compacted stone base, extruded polystyrene insulation,
vapor retarder, and a reinforced concrete slab. Moisture loads in the ground may also
impair the performance of exterior basement insulation applied on the outside of the
waterproofing layer. Hence, careful measures must be taken to protect the insulation from
moisture accumulation unless the insulation material is impermeable to water and vapor.
Figure 7b shows a waterproofing measure for basement walls consisting of the materials
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in the following order from the ground: cavity drain waterproofing membrane, extruded
polystyrene insulation, bituminous waterproofing, and a reinforced concrete wall. Rising
damp is difficult to assess by hygrothermal simulation because the boundary conditions
in the ground are often unknown. Therefore, simulating rising damp may be of limited
accuracy, but it can help to compare the performance of different options.
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lower ground floor, (b) measures for basement walls.

In summary, the impact of moisture on building envelope components is not restricted
to vapor diffusion and interstitial condensation. In the past, moisture problems were
mostly associated with the cold season. However, rainwater penetration and solar vapor
drive, which are often more dominant in summer, can also cause severe problems. In hot
and humid climates, vapor diffusion and possibly airflow from the outside to the inside
represent major loads. Therefore, we need tools to evaluate moisture risks that are beyond
the scope of steady-state calculation methods. For these tools, we also need climate datasets
that contain more than just temperature and relative humidity. Since driving rain has an
important impact on the durability of building envelope constructions, the selection of
meteorological datasets should not be based on annual temperature only. The following
section describes the literature review of the existing available approaches to generate an
HRY for moisture control design by hygrothermal building envelope simulations.

3. Hygrothermal Reference Year

The results of a hygrothermal simulation depend strongly on the input data, such as
the boundary conditions. In contrast to the normal indoor climate with a relatively small
temperature and humidity range, the exterior boundary conditions are often subject to
large daily and seasonal variations. They also vary with the location, i.e., altitude, exposure,
neighborhood (e.g., forest, lake, urban or rural environment) and most importantly, with
the climate zone. Most weather stations are located in undisturbed surroundings such as
airports, mountains or coastlines. In order to obtain weather data for other locations, tools
like Weather Research & Forecasting Model (WRF) [26] may be employed. A local climate
model [27] was developed using correction functions relating to different environmental
locations: city, lake, mountain, and valley (Figure 8). The correction functions describe
the climatic deviations for the different locations from the reference location in the form
of seasonally varying correction factors applied to all relevant hourly climate parameters.
As an example, this raises the temperature in the city and increases the humidity near a
lake. In addition, the impact of climate change is another factor that is often discussed at all
levels, but it can be particularly relevant to buildings because they could be exposed to very
different conditions during their service life. All this demonstrates the challenges involved
in selecting appropriate meteorological data for moisture control design purposes [28].
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At the beginning of applying hygrothermal simulation tools, weather data developed for
building energy simulations, the so-called TRY, were used. This worked reasonably well as
long as driving rain was not an issue. The problems with the TRY data in Germany, and not
only there, became evident when the impact of driving rain on masonry walls was simulated
with TRY and rain data measured for the same location showed different results. The analysis
of the different datasets resulted in different average durations of the rain spells [29]. It
turned out that the rain data in the German TRYs were modelled data and not recorded on
an hourly basis. Since precipitation is not a big issue for energy calculations, the updated
German TRYs come without any rain data. This is one reason why the development of HRY
became necessary. Other reasons that were put forward are safety concerns. Damage is more
likely to occur during severe weather conditions, while the main idea behind the TRYs was
to represent typical meteorological data for a certain location.

Before looking at the different approaches to developing weather data for moisture
control design, it appears worthwhile to summarize the issues that hygrothermal analyses
should address. Assessing the problem of interstitial condensation during the heating period
would require a severely cold year. Assessing a similar problem during the cooling period
in a hot and humid climate would require a severely hot and humid year. If driving rain is
assumed to cause damage, a severely wet year with much rain and high humidity would be
required. To evaluate the risk of frost damage, a year with frequent freeze and thaw cycles
would represent a worst-case scenario. To assess the progress of long-term phenomena such
as corrosion, aging mechanisms, slow moisture accumulation (inverted roofs) or microbial
growth (algae, rot), an average year that is applied repeatedly in the simulation would
probably be the best choice. These examples are certainly not exhaustive, but they show the
potential range of applications which may require different types of hygrothermal weather
datasets. The literature review in this section starts with the most common approach to
assessing the problem of interstitial condensation in cold and moderate climates, followed by
some more recent proposals to consider the impact of rainwater.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) has adopted a 10-year return period as an ac-
ceptable safety factor for HRYs. The HRYs are determined by selecting the most severe year
of a period of ten years. Thus, a minimum of ten consecutive years of hourly meteorological
weather data is required. The datasets must contain dry-bulb air temperature, humidity,
solar radiation, wind speed and direction, rainfall, as well as sky radiation or cloud in-
dex. The following standards on moisture-control design of buildings ISO 13788 [30], EN
15026 [31], DIN 4108-3 [20], ASHRAE Standard 160 (2016) [32], and BS 5250 [33] recom-
mend the use of such a HRY as external boundary condition for hygrothermal simulation
if data for at least 30 consecutive years are not available. To be precise, these standards
propose a method to determine an HRY with the mean temperature for the 10th-percentile
coldest year in the heating period and the 10th-percentile warmest year in the cooling
period. As explained above, moisture problems are often caused by a combination of
several meteorological parameters. The standards determine HRYs only based on the
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mean temperature ignoring other loads, such as humidity, solar radiation, driving rain,
and so on. For this reason, the boundary conditions derived by the standard method have
only limited applicability. A number of methods have been developed to determine the
10th-percentile severe climate dataset for hygrothermal simulation, taking into account
more than one climatic parameter. The existing methods to determine HRYs can be clas-
sified into two categories: the construction-independent and the construction-dependent
methods. The construction-independent methods determine HRYs only based on weather
data analysis and are probably useful for large-scale parametric studies comprising many
climatic parameters acting on building components. The climatic parameters mostly consid-
ered are temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind speed and direction, and solar radiation. So,
a reference year can be a summary of external climate conditions for a particular location
or region. The construction-dependent methods require computer simulation models to
identify HRYs in the context of a specific construction type. Moisture conditions within
a construction serve as indicators in determining the 10% level of weather data. This is a
more comprehensive approach since the moisture responses of building envelopes vary
considerably with the boundary conditions as well as with the composition of building
material layers. The following literature review summarizes the construction-independent
methods, the construction-dependent methods, and the Standard methods as categorized
in Figure 9.
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3.1. Construction-Independent Method

Construction-independent methods determine HRYs based only on a weather data
analysis. Djebbar [34] suggested the following criteria to select HRY with the construction-
independent method. HRYs should be a summary of the external climate for the geographic
location under consideration. HRYs should reflect climate variability of locality considering
true frequencies, sequences, and correlation. HRYs should be location-specific and not
construction specific. HRYs should span a least 1 year for moisture-related problems.
Lastly, HRYs should provide severe moisture stress on the building envelope, such as
the worst or the return period of 10 years. Cornick et al. [35] state that although there
are many studies related to the selection of HRYs, there is no universal method arrived
at by consensus for identifying severe HRY. For this reason, a number of construction-
independent methods have been developed to determine the 10th-percentile severe climate
of the building envelope, taking into account different climatic parameters. The following
methods are reviewed by climatic parameters concerned: mean temperature method,
drying potential method, moisture load method, and combined index method.

3.1.1. Mean Temperature Method

Examples of construction-independent methods were first suggested in the IEA Annex
24. Authors such as Ali Mohamed and Hens [36] and Sanders [37] suggested that the severe
year could be associated with the annual or the monthly mean outdoor temperature. A vari-
ant of these methods suggests that HRY should be the year with the outdoor temperature at
the lower 10th percentile, for example, such that only 10% of the years in the climatological
record are that cold or colder. Künzel and Schmidt [38] also reached the conclusion that
the annual mean temperature correlates best with the results of the transient hygrothermal
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simulations. The coldest and the warmest year result in the greatest moisture problems in
relation to the winter condensation in the externally vapor-tight roof and to the summer
condensation in double-shell brick walls, respectively. In addition, they proposed to modify
the expression of the10th-percentile year in such a way that it is appropriate to designate
the selected data sets with HRY-10% for the coldest and HRY-90% for the warmest in
ten years for a clear statistical distinction.

3.1.2. Drying Potential Method

Hagentoft and Harderup [39] introduced the Π-factor method that considers the
humidity on the external surface of the building envelope, solar/sky/ground radiation,
surface heat transfer coefficients, and the building’s orientation. In addition, the HRY is
selected from whole-year climate data in these methods. The year with the lowest value
of the Π-factor is selected as the wet year with respect to the HRY. The year with the
highest drying potential is selected as the drying year. Kalamees and Vinha [40] presented
a hygrothermally critical year for the risk of water vapor condensation, which can occur
once in ten years. The HRY was chosen with the help of the saturation deficit method using
air temperature and relative humidity. The saturation deficit is defined as Equation (1):

∆vsat,de f = vsat(Tout)− vout (1)

with the saturation deficit, ∆νsat,def [g/m3], that is defined as the mean value of the difference
between the absolute humidity by volume of the outdoor air at saturation at a temperature,
νsat(Tout) [g/m3], and the absolute humidity by volume of the outdoor air, νout [g/m3], over
a given time period.

The saturation deficit describes the drying potential of outdoor air. When it is small,
the drying potential for a wet construction is low. When it is larger, the potential for
drying out is higher. The average value of saturation deficit during the winter period, from
December to February, was taken into account in selecting the critical year for the risk of
water vapor condensation in construction. The saturation deficits were calculated, ignoring
sun/sky/ground radiation, rainfall, and wind data. The principles of these two methods
are quite similar, but the main difference between the Π-factor method and the saturation
deficit method is that the former considers the external wall outer surface humidity, also
calculating the radiation balance, surface heat transfer coefficients, and the building’s
orientation. The Π-factor method is more exact than saturation deficit methods, but it also
requires many kinds of available climatic parameters, and the analysis method is more
complicated. In addition, the Π-factor method selects HRYs from whole-year climate data.
However, the saturation deficit method selected only three winter months’ data.

3.1.3. Moisture Load Method

Karagiozis [41] developed the ANK/ORNL method and refined it, including the
impact of air flow. The moisture load includes all the hygric loads available for the
construction to accumulate moisture. This method includes both static and dynamic
hygrothermal loads. The static component includes the amount of hygric potential due to
ambient conditions. The moisture load in the air is summed over a period of a year and
is expressed as a bulk moisture quantity. The dynamic component is the key component
in this method: driving rain and moisture due to air flow. The potential impact of air
flow through the structure is considered moisture deposition due to hourly interactions of
infiltration and exfiltration. The moisture load provides the net moisture available due to
diffusion, capillary transport of driving rain and air flow movement in a particular year as
Equation (2):

MTY = ∑8760
t=0 u + ∑8760

t=0 mair·ρair + ∑8760
t=0 Qdrivingrain (2)

with the annual moisture load potential, MTY [kg/m3], the moisture content of air,
u [kg/m3], the moisture load due to infiltration and exfiltration, mair·ρair [kg/m3], and the
moisture load due to driving rain, Qdriving rain [kg/m3].
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The higher the moisture load, the greater potential to cause moisture-induced damage.
The worst year and the 10% year were selected. These two years in succession, such as the
10% year first and then the worst year, were used for simulation purposes and are repeated
when more than two years of analysis are required.

3.1.4. Combined Index Method

In the above methods, the selection of the HRY is either based on a drying term or a
wetting term, not on both. Cornick et al. [42] formulated a Moisture Index method to select
HRYs, which comprises both wetting and drying indices. The wetting index is based on the
annual driving rain load in the direction of predominate rainfall. The drying index represents
the annual evaporation potential which is the sum of the hourly difference between the
saturation vapor ratio and the actual vapor ratio of the ambient air. As the wetting index
and drying index have different units, they are normalized. The hypothesis is that the higher
the Moisture Index, the more severe the year in terms of moisture loading in the wall. The
Moisture Index and the normalization scheme are defined as Equations (3) and (4):

MI =
√

WI2
normalized + (1 − DInormalized)

2 (3)

Inormalized = (I − Imin)/(Imax − Imin) (4)

with the Moisture Index, MI [−], the wetting index, WI [−], and the drying index, DI [−].
In addition, the wetting and drying index can be the index, I [−], for normalization.

The wetting function is chosen to be the annual driving rain in the direction of predom-
inate rainfall calculated by Straube’s method [43] for the year in question. The drying index
that relates to evaporation is the difference between the humidity ratio at saturation and
the humidity ratio present in the ambient air. It is calculated from the dry bulb temperature
and relative humidity. The drying index is calculated as the sum of the hourly values of the
difference as Equation (5):

DI = ∑8760
t=0 wsat(1 − µ) (5)

with the humidity ratio at saturation, wsat [kg water/kg air], and the degree of saturation,
µ [−], that is, the humidity ratio in the ambient air, wambient [kg water/kg air], divided by
that at saturation.

The advantage of the Moisture Index method is that it reflects actual environmental
conditions as subjected to a wall during wetting or drying. There is a general agreement
on the various methods. The authors proposed that the method can be revised to enhance
its consistency and reliability as an indicator of the moisture-related performance of walls.
Zhou et al. [44] proposed Climate Index to create the Swiss Hygrothermal Reference Year.
The Climate Index can be calculated by dividing the annual driving rain load on a façade
as the wetting index by the annual potential evaporation of a façade as the drying index
having the same units. The Climatic Index can be considered a measure of the balance
between the wetting and the drying components. It can be presented as Equation (6):

CI =
Annual driving rain load

Annual potential evaporation
(6)

The numerator represents the annual driving rain load [kg/(m2·a)] as the wetting
component, while the denominator represents the annual potential evaporation [kg/(m2·a)]
as the drying component. HRYs are determined in the direction of the predominate Climatic
Index for locations under consideration. A higher Climatic Index value represents a higher
moisture risk for the building envelope. The annual driving rain load for different wall
orientations was calculated according to ASHRAE Standard 160 [19]. The annual potential
evaporation was calculated by a full evaporation model with air temperature, humidity,
net radiation, wind speed and direction on the twelve façade orientations. Compared to
the previously proposed Moisture Index, the Climatic Index does not need a normalization
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since both wetting and drying components have the same units. The authors demonstrated
that the selection of HRYs based on the 10% level criterion of the Climatic Index, however,
may lack robustness for the location and the wall types in the study. They compared the
rankings of CI of each year with the rankings of moisture conditions in a material layer by
hygrothermal simulations. The correlation between them was rather poor.

Table 1 summarizes the construction-independent methods. Many researchers have
investigated the interaction between values of temperature, relative humidity, solar ra-
diation, etc. and the risks of moisture damage. Most methods use datasets of complete
years for their analysis. However, the influences of climatic parameters on the building
envelope differ with the seasons. A severe winter combines low temperatures and little
solar radiation, and high relative humidity. A severe summer may mean a large amount
of driving rain, high solar radiation, and hot and humid conditions. Therefore, it may
be appropriate to determine two HRYs, one for the severe winter and one for the severe
summer, respectively. Furthermore, it should be noted that the available methods can be
restrictive because not all of the weather stations provide a complete set of weather data.

Table 1. Summary of construction-independent methods.

Construction-Independent Method Evaluated Index Required Climatic Parameter Evaluated Period

Mean temperature method [36–38] Mean temperature Air temperature Annual

Drying
potential
method

Π-factor method
[39] Π-factor

Air temperature, relative humidity,
solar radiation, sky/ground counter
radiation, and wind speed/direction

Annual

Saturation deficit
method [40] Saturation deficit Air temperature and relative humidity Winter (December–

February)

Moisture load
method

ANK/ORNL
method [41] Moisture load potential

Air temperature, relative humidity, air
pressure, rainfall, and wind

speed/direction
Annual

Combined
index method

Moisture Index
method [42] Moisture Index Air temperature, relative humidity,

rainfall, and wind speed/direction Annual

Climate Index
method [44] Climate Index

Air temperature, relative humidity,
solar radiation, sky/ground counter

radiation, wind speed/direction,
rainfall

Annual

3.2. Construction-Dependent Methods

Construction-dependent methods require hygrothermal simulation models and mod-
eling information on specific construction types. Moisture conditions within a construction
serve as criteria to determine the one in ten severe years of the weather data. Since the
moisture response of the construction is the outcome that designers are looking for, this
approach appears to be sensible. The caveat lies in the response of different construction
types. Not all assemblies will be sensitive to the same combination of climate parameters.
Therefore, these methods may result in different climate files for different construction types.
The principles used by these methods can be summarized in four steps [34]. Firstly, a set of
typical wall constructions and typical boundary conditions should be defined. Secondly,
the critical construction orientation should be prescribed. Third, hygrothermal simulations
for all the years of hourly data should be performed. Lastly, HRYs should be determined
by proper criteria to determine ranks of the simulated years: the mean/maximum moisture
content of a material layer or a whole construction and certain damage functions of the
expected moisture-related problems.

3.2.1. Moisture Content Method

The Rode method [45] is a construction-dependent method that requires the use of a
reliable hygrothermal simulation tool in determining the hourly HRY. An HRY represents
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the year characterized by the occurrence of the worst moisture condition. It can be the
highest moisture content for the construction or the critical layer within a construction. The
procedure involves conducting hygrothermal simulations for as many years as there are
available hourly data, for several different constructions and with different orientations.
The moisture content is calculated for each year, which is then ranked in accordance with
the severity of moisture conditions. The higher the moisture content integral, the worst
moisture conditions in the construction. Juráš and Žilinský [46] followed the same method
to determine a hygrothermal reference year for Bratislava, Slovenia. A total of two walls
were considered: aerated clay brick wall with/without an external thermal insulation
composite system made of expanded polystyrene insulation.

The Geving method [15] was developed within the framework of the IEA Annex
24. For the purpose of moisture accumulation effect in wintertime, it was examined for
the applicability of this method for different climates, six construction types, orientations,
indoor climate conditions, initial moisture content of the construction, and duration, as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Input data for hygrothermal simulations used in Geving method.

Construction

1. Lightweight flat roof without a vapor barrier
2. Lightweight façade wall without a vapor barrier
3. Lightweight metallic façade wall without a vapor barrier, but

completely vapor tight at the exterior surface, and without
hygroscopic materials

4. Compact flat roof with concrete on the inside
5. Wood frame wall having high initial moisture content
6. Concrete wall insulated on the inside

Orientation - North orientation for a wall (in Northern hemisphere)
- Horizontal plane for a roof

Outdoor climate Air temperature, relative humidity, and global radiation

Indoor climate
- Temperature: 21 ◦C kept constant
- Humidity: moisture concentration difference between indoor

and outdoor at 3 g/m3

Initial condition Equilibrium moisture content at 80% rh
Duration Five-year period starting on 1 October and ending on 30 September

The author used a 1-D coupled transient heat and mass transfer computer software
to perform calculations. For each preselected construction type, the maximum moisture
content of the hygroscopic layer just outboard of the insulation and the mean moisture
content of the entire construction were gained from the simulation results. From the normal
distribution function, it is determined for the 10% level (90th-percentile) moisture content for
both maximum and average moisture content criteria of each construction, and calculated
mean and standard deviation. Each construction will have two corresponding values and a
total of 12 HRYs values are generated for each location. The next steps are as follows:

1. Rank every year and for each construction in accordance with the average moisture
content value determined with a hygrothermal simulation. The year with the highest
average moisture content is ranked 1st, with the subsequent and monotonously
decreasing years being ranked 2, 3, 4, 5, and so on. For example, with 30 years of
weather data, the 10% level will be represented by the 3rd year.

2. Select all the years that occurred in the 5 worst year groups for half or more of
the constructions and calculate the sum of the rankings for every construction. For
example, Table 3 [15] shows that 5 years 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1994 were each
found to be in the 5 worst years in at least 5 of the 6 constructions.

3. Select two or three years with the lowest mean rankings.
4. Assuming a normal distribution function, calculate the average probability level for

each selected year using the average moisture content.
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5. Repeat the first three steps using the maximum moisture content criteria. It is im-
portant that the same years as those selected for the average moisture content (in
the second step) must be selected. In this case, the years 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992 and
1994 must be selected.

6. Calculate the average probability level for the average and the maximum moisture
content for each year selected.

7. The year with the lowest probability level is selected to be the HRY for the specific location.

Table 3. Rankings related to the worst year groups.

Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1994

Construction 1 2 1 4 3 5
Construction 2 4 5 6 7 1
Construction 3 6 5 2 4 1
Construction 4 3 1 4 2 7
Construction 5 4 1 3 2 5
Construction 6 4 1 3 2 5
Ave. ranking 3.8 2.3 3.7 3.3 4

3.2.2. Damage Function Method

The damage function method is suitable for the location where a typical damage
pattern caused by the external environment is well known. In addition, the main ideas of
this method can be applied for many purposes if thresholds that moisture damages start
have been clearly proved. The general procedure of the damage function method follows
consecutive steps. The wall systems and weather data for locations should be defined.
Computer simulations of their hygrothermal performance should be performed, and the
damage function using the simulation outputs of interest should be calculated. Then, an
inverse analysis of the damage-function values with the data of climatic variables should
be conducted. Lastly, selection of the critical weather year.

The current ASHRAE Standard 160 [19] uses the simple approximate method that
was developed by Salonvaara [47] using a damage function method. The author analyzed
several existing HRY selection methods and compared their performance by simulating
two wall systems: one lightweight wall and one massive concrete masonry wall. The
analysis included 30 years of hourly weather data for 12 locations in the US and Canada.
However, the analysis showed that none of the existing methods produced consistent
simulation results. Therefore, the author proposed a new construction-independent method
by analyzing the weather data and the simulation results of the constructions. The basic
idea was to use yearly average weather data parameters and use regression analysis to fit
the parameters of an equation that can be used to calculate a predicted damage function
value for each year. A simple approximate model was developed as Equation (7):

Isev = 108.307 − 241 × Ev − 1391 × Icl − 312, 326 × ϕ + 183.308 × rwd
+15.2 × pv + 27.3 × To

2 + 261.079 × ϕ2 − 0.009272 × pv
2 (7)

with the severity index as a predicted damage function, Isev [−], the vapor pressure, pv [Pa],
the relative humidity, ϕ [−] where 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, the dry-bulb temperature, To [◦C], the driving
rain, rwd [kg/(m2·h)], the cloud index, Icl [−] where 0 ≤ Icl ≤ 8, and the solar radiation on
the wall with orientation receiving the least solar radiation, Ev [W/m2].

The year with the third highest severity index value is proposed as the year to be
selected for hygrothermal designs. For the regression analysis, the severity index was
derived from the damage function RHT-index in the OSB layer of the lightweight wood
frame wall. The RHT-index [48] is calculated as Equation (8):

RHT = ∑ (T − TL)·(RH − RHL), f or T > TL and RH > RHL (8)
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with the temperature, T [◦C], the relative humidity, RH [% rh], in the OSB layer of the
lightweight wood frame wall from the results of hygrothermal simulations and the limiting
values, TL = 0 ◦C, RHL = 70 % rh.

The significance of individual coefficients to the severity index was identified by
t-values. Only the regression equations having an absolute value of at least 2.0 were
applied to the equation to minimize the error between the damage function values resulting
from simulations and the predictions from the equation. The authors showed the matrix of
correlation between the damage function and the mean annual weather data.

J. Kocí et al. [49] utilized the damage function method to select a critical weather year
for the Czech Republic. The severity of every year was ranked by the newly expressed
damage function, Winter Index. Afterwards, the mathematical relations between the
weather data and its severity to an investigated structure are determined. Lastly, the derived
mathematical formulas are used to select the critical weather year using the monthly means
of partial weather data for the locations. The freeze/thaw cycles in the external surface
layers of the building envelope were determined as typical moisture-related damage by the
external environment. The Winter Index (WI) was calculated using the RHT-index [48] as
Equation (9):

WI = ∑ (T − TL)·(RH − RHL), f or T < TL and RH > RHL (9)

with the temperature, T [◦C], the relative humidity, RH [% rh], of the external plaster
otherwise the position 10 mm under the exterior surface and the limiting values, TL = 0 ◦C,
RHL = 95% rh.

The selection process continued by ranking each chosen by the Winter Index damage
function with the defined damage function and the necessary weather data. Following this,
the relation between the damage function values and the selected principal parameters
of the weather years was derived for each envelope of the 16 types. In this way, the
mathematical relations between the weather data and the Winter Index were found as
Equation (10):

Ypred = c0 + c1·(Tw·RHw) + c2·(Tw·RRw) + c3·(Ts·RHs) + c4·(Ts·RRs) (10)

with the predicted value of the Winter Index, Ypred [−]; the optimized coefficients for
each construction type, c0–c4; the monthly average of temperature, relative humidity,
and precipitation in the winter period from November to March, Tw [◦C], RHw [% rh],
RRw [mm], respectively; and those in the summer period from April to October, Ts [◦C],
RHs [% rh], RRs [mm], respectively.

The optimized coefficients for each construction type, c0–c4, were determined by the
inverse relation for 16 constructions. As a final step, the derived mathematical formulas
were used to select the critical weather year using the monthly mean weather data for the
given location.

The damage function method can be successful in selecting the worst years in all
analyzed locations and is consistent in its predictions in similar climate regions. However,
the method should include all the input data necessary for the hygrothermal simulation and
address the specific problem under investigation. Furthermore, the approximate equations
and coefficients are optimized by weather data, simulation results, and damage functions,
so future users must beware of using the proposed equations without much consideration
for moisture control design by hygrothermal building envelope simulation.

3.2.3. Hybrid Climate Analysis and Hygrothermal Performance Method

Another proceeding, described in [50], couples both statistical methods to preselect
single real measured months to combine them to a representative year and hygrothermal
simulations of rather moisture-sensitive constructions to further adapt the single climate
elements in a way that repeated use of the created year leads to similar conditions like
a simulation with real measured long-term data. Therefore, it is called a hybrid model.
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Temperature and driving rain were chosen as the main influencing factors for selecting
the single measured months. On a monthly basis, the statistical key numbers such as
mean, minimum, maximum, and median value, as well as 75th- and 25th-percentile, were
matched with the same numbers for a mean year out of an eight-year period. This was
performed for each month of the year, and the HRY was generated as a combination of the
months which best match the mean of the indices of both climate elements. In a second
step, hygrothermal simulations of constructions were performed, which are particularly
sensitive concerning moisture accumulation depending on the influence of the different
outdoor climate elements. In case of relevant differences in the moisture performance of
the assemblies simulated with the new HRY or with long-term measured data, the relevant
climate elements were identified and adjusted in an appropriate manner. The method
developed within the framework of [51] was used to create, in total, 11 HRY data sets
that represented the different climate regions in Germany and were adopted by [20] for
hygrothermal design purposes. In addition to the slightly critical but representative years,
which shall be normally used; also, cold years were proposed, which can be used to assess
on a single-year basis non-cumulative damage mechanisms such as frost or mold growth
on thermal bridges, which occur in particularly cold winters.

3.3. Summary of Selection Methods for Hygrothermal Reference Years

The following Table 4 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of different
selection methods for hygrothermal reference years.

Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of different selection methods for hygrothermal reference years.

Method Advantage Disadvantage

Construction-
independent

method

Mean temperature

- Simple to calculate.
- Be able to gain the required

climatic parameter at the most
weather station

- Determines HRYs only with the
mean air temperature ignoring
other climatic parameters, such
as humidity, solar radiation,
driving rain, and so on.

Drying potential

- Simple to calculate.
- Be able to gain the required

climatic parameters at the most
weather station.

- Determines HRYs only with the
air temperature and humidity
ignoring other climatic
parameters, such as humidity,
solar radiation, driving rain,
and so on.

Moisture load
- Considers all available moisture

loads

- Determines HRYs without
drying effects by temperature,
humidity, and solar radiation.

Combined index
- Combines wetting and drying

factors into one index

- Full method is very labor
intensive and complicated.

- Requires a data set with most
climatic parameters.

Construction-
dependent

method
Moisture content

- Simulates different
constructions available, such as
walls and roofs.

- Use of real hourly weather data.
- Effects of climate on moisture

conditions in different
constructions are evaluated.

- Influence of various factors is
involved: orientations,
construction, exterior and
interior climate, which remains
unclear.

- Time-consuming and extensive
computational effort is required
in conducting simulations and
analyzing data.
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Table 4. Cont.

Method Advantage Disadvantage

Construction-
dependent

method

Damage function

- Takes into account a specific
damage case.

- Simulates different
constructions, such as walls and
roofs.

- Use of real hourly weather data.

- Damage criteria are not well
known, mostly, and they work
with dynamic conditions.

- Too much simplification of
damage functions could result
in a wrong selection of HRYs.

- Influence of various factors,
including orientations,
construction, and exterior and
interior climate, on the selection
method, remains unclear.

Hybrid method

- Statistical evaluation of
important climate elements.

- Largely use of real measured
data for single months.

- Use of real long-term data.

- Stronger weighting of the
climate elements temperature
and rain.

- Time-consuming simulation of
the long-term performance of
different constructions.

3.4. Standards on Moisture-Control Design of Buildings

The standards on moisture-control design of buildings such as ISO 13788 [30], EN
15026 [31], DIN 4108-3 [20], WTA 6-2 [52], ASHRAE Standard 160 (2016) [32], and BS
5250 [33] define that HRYs can be selected as the extreme year that occurs once in 10 years.
These standards indicate a method to determine an HRY only with the mean temperature for
the 10th-percentile coldest year in the heating period and the 10th-percentile warmest year
in the cooling period. However, moisture problems are often caused by a combination of
several extreme weather conditions, so the mean temperature method in the standards can
be used only for certain constructions without additional moisture loads, e.g., due to driving
rain. However, in practice, moisture may accumulate over several years without reaching
critical limits during the first year. This problem can only be discovered when running the
simulation over several years. On the other hand, employing the same extreme dataset for
simulating the hygrothermal behavior over more than one year considerably increases the
safety margin of the simulation’s outcome. That is fine as long as the investigated building
assembly passes this test. If not, it does not mean that the assembly will fail in practice.
Therefore, a different approach is necessary here. The determination of the severe and the
mean climate specified by standards are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Determination of the mean and the severe climate specified by standards.

Standard Severe Climate Mean Climate

ISO 13788 [30] (1) Return period method

- Heating period: 10th-percentile coldest
years

- Cooling period: 10th-percentile warmest
years

(2) Corrected mean climate method

- Heating period:−2 K to the mean climate
data

- Cooling period: +2 K to the mean climate
data

Mean value according to ISO 15927-1 [53]

EN 15026 [31] TRY according to ISO 15927-4 [10]
WTA 6-2 [52]

DIN 4108-3 [20] TRY determined by main climatic parameters,
including rainfall data according to ISO 15927-4 [51]
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Table 5. Cont.

Standard Severe Climate Mean Climate

ASHRAE Standard
160 (2016) [32]

- Heating period: 10th-percentile coldest years
- Cooling period: 10th-percentile warmest years

N/A

ASHRAE Standard
160 (2021) [19] 93rd-percentile year in Severity Index N/A

BS 5250 [33]

(1) Return period method

- Heating period: 10th-percentile coldest
years

- Cooling period: 10th-percentile warmest
years

(2) Corrected mean climate method

- Different return periods depending on the
sensitivity of a building (see Table 6)

Mean value according to ISO 15927-1 [53]

ASTM E3054 [54] N/A N/A

Table 6. Different return periods with corrections to temperature and relative humidity.

Return Period Temperature [K] Relative Humidity [%rh]

1 in 5 −1 +2
1 in 10 −1 +4
1 in 20 −2 +4
1 in 50 −4 +6

ASHRAE Standard 160 [19] specifies performance-based design criteria for moisture
control in buildings. These criteria include analytic procedures, inputs, and evaluation
of outputs. The previous version of ASHRAE Standard 160 (2016) [32] defined an HRY
as the year having the 10th-percentile warmest and 10th-percentile coldest years from a
30-year weather analysis. The current standard defines HRYs as the 93rd-percentile year
in severity index for hygrothermal performance from an analysis of 30 years of weather
data. Its definition was derived from ASHRAE RP-1325 [47], summarized in the Section 3.2
‘Construction-dependent methods’.

BS 5250 [33] gives recommendations and guidance on avoiding problems with high
moisture levels and condensation in buildings. This British Standard describes that a
once-in-ten-year climate year shall be appropriate for condensation risk analysis in most
buildings. Additionally, the standard provides various return periods that can be created
by applying the corrections to the temperature and the relative humidity of any mean
year, as shown in Table 6. This is because it is better to use the worst climate predicted
to occur once in N years, where N is a number that reflects the likely consequences of
condensation occurring in the building under consideration, such as computer centers,
art galleries, or hospitals where a lower failure rate might be required. The calculation of
long-term performance is appropriate with an average year.

ASTM E3054 [54] offers guidance for the characterization and use of hygrothermal models
for the moisture control design of building envelopes. This guide provides guidance regarding
the reliability of input and how the corresponding results can be analyzed. In contrast to other
standards and guidelines, this standard states only the general definition of an HRY as a year
of hourly weather data that have been selected for use in the hygrothermal analysis.

4. Conclusions

The outcome of the moisture analysis of building assemblies by hygrothermal simula-
tion depends strongly on the input of the meteorological dataset. As most TRY or similar
weather datasets developed for building energy simulation do not focus enough on the
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climate elements required for moisture transfer calculations, the use of HRY is recom-
mended. This paper has shown that there are different approaches to creating such datasets.
Analogous to the TRY, there is a need for an HRY representing an average year to assess
the long-term performance of building assemblies. In addition, more severe yearly datasets
may be required to assess more short-term phenomena, such as interstitial condensation
or rainwater impacts. These datasets are certainly important for research and for building
forensics. However, architects and engineers might be overwhelmed by the number of
datasets to choose from, depending on the anticipated problems. There is also the risk
that specific severe datasets will be applied in a sequence that will not occur in a thousand
years in real life. While this would lead to extremely resilient constructions, it is unlikely
that anybody would be willing to pay for such exceptionally moisture-tolerant envelope
assemblies. Even worse, sustainable constructions assembled from bio-based materials will
not be able to pass these severe tests. The idea behind selecting severe weather is a safety
concept that ensures that assemblies do not fail only because one year is colder or warmer
than the long-term average. However, in the case of interstitial condensation, this can also
be achieved by applying more severe indoor climate conditions for design purposes, which
is usually already performed. This approach does not help if driving rain is a major source
of concern. However, these cases are comparatively rare. In summary, more research is
necessary for this field.

From a future perspective, firstly, the target should be a single HRY dataset for each
region, which may be adapted by some kinds of modulation functions to account for tem-
poral climate variations as well as long-term climate change scenarios. Secondly, one of the
simplest modulation functions is the already mentioned addition or subtraction of 2 K for
every outdoor temperature value, but there will certainly be more sophisticated approaches
available, as shown for the local climate adaptation. Lastly, exterior boundary conditions
vary with the location, i.e., altitude, exposure, and neighborhood. However, most weather
stations are in undisturbed surroundings. The methods to obtain weather data for other
situations derived from a representative hygrothermal reference year should be further
elaborated and validated by weather data monitoring at various specific locations.
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